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Navigating the Internet Just Got Easier 

Next Generation Internet Browser  

Amblit Navigator is the next generation information 
and Internet browser with an intelligent semantic 
agent and an integrated content manager. Through 
its simple, robust interface, you get information 
faster, easier and more securely without needing to 
know where it is. You get this information without 
the time-consuming web page downloads and 
annoying pop-up ads. Navigator understands English 
sentence input and is one of the most robust 
information retrievers available today. 

Intelligent Personal Agent 
Amblit Navigator includes a personal assistant or 
agent, which you can both command and teach what 
you want and when you want it. You do not need to 
remember where things are, or how to access them. 
Simply ask, and your agent will work with the 
appropriate services and service providers to 
complete your request. 

Click, Speak, Type 
Amblit Navigator understands spoken and written 
English, recognizing thousands of sentences. Or, 
point and click to get simple guidance for your 
complex requests. Amblit Navigator's responses are 
displayed or spoken, and can optionally be saved to 
your PDA for later reference. Amblit Navigator works 
with your existing programs, documents and 
computer files. 

Information & Content Management 
Amblit Navigator has a simple, but powerful 
information and content management system. You 
can drag and drop information into the content 
management window and automatically create and 
hierarchically store information notes, personal agent 
requests and commands, file and program shortcuts, 
and bookmarks to your favorite web pages. Simply 
clicking on an entry will either start your favorite 
program, open a series of personal notes, prepare 
your current Excel spreadsheet, initiate an agent 
request or open those hard to find web pages. 

Your Benefits  

Through one integrated window, Amblit Navigator 
will: 
 
- Save time getting a wealth of information from 

trusted sources fast. 
 
- Save money accessing news, dictionaries, 

encyclopedias, calculators, language translators, 
company and investment guides, and much more 
without subscribing or buying them. 

 
- Reduce the stress of gathering, organizing, and 

finding information. 

See how simple…  

Ask your personal assistant: 
 
Please get the weather 

A five day forecast for you home area, or a city 
you specify 

 
get a  map of 100 Main St, San Francisco, Ca 

A map of the address is presented 
 
stock quote for IBM 

Current stock information for IBM 
 
movies 

Interactively find the desired movie, location and 
start time. Even play movie trailers, get 
directions and buy your tickets. 

 
get phone number 

Interactively look-up phone numbers in the 
residential white pages, business pages, yellow 
pages or your Outlook address book. 

 
get a business overview for GE 

A general overview of GE is provided that 
includes its primary business lines with key 
officers, financials, subsidiaries and competitors 
and more… 
 

What is the stock symbol for Sun 
A list of companies with Sun in their name is 
presented with their stock symbols 

 
copy news stories 1 3 7 to my pda 

Load specific, current news stories to your PDA 
for later offline reading 

 
Currently, there are 7 service categories with more 
than 50+ services. Whether you are a sales person 
needing company and customer information, a 
business traveler needing concierge assistance, or a 
family needing to find something fun to do, Amblit 
Navigator has something for you
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Amblit Navigator Main Screen 
 
Amblit Navigator provides an ever expanding list of 
information and services that are currently grouped 
into the following categories: 

Company and Investments 
Look up public company information, stock symbols, 
quotes, stock charts, stock market daily analysis, lists 
of best and worst performing stocks and industries... 

Entertainment 
Quickly and easily find something fun to do in your 
area, or an area that you are visiting. Includes movies, 
local events, places to see, places to eat... 

Information / Content Management 
Collect and organize your information, URL's and 
program/document shortcuts through a powerful drag 
and drop interface. Dynamically choose the 
organization, and Amblit Navigator will help you collect 
and manage the content. 

Microsoft Outlook 
Manage your schedule, contact list, notes, and email 
through simple and complex written and voice 
commands. 

News, Weather and Sports 
Get the current US, international, financial, health, 
science, entertainment news. Select which stories you 
want (or have read to you). Get your local news. Get 
the latest weather and forecast for anywhere in the 
US. Get current satellite images and radar pictures and 

maps. Get the latest sports news, statistics, and 
scores… 

Personal and Environment 
Maintain your personal profile and preferences. 
Configure how your personal agent communicates with 
you... 

Research and Reference Tools 
Get definitions, look up spellings, translate phrases 
and sentences to and from your favorite foreign 
language, use the encyclopedia, perform complex unit 
conversions, search the internet... 

Telephone (Directory Assistance) 
Look-up personal, business and yellow page telephone 
numbers and addresses. "phone" quickly, easily and 
inexpensively gets any published telephone number in 
the US. Look-up area code and zip codes. Anything 
and everything that you ever wanted to do with a 
telephone or address... 

Travel (Auto) Assistance 
Get driving directions, time estimates and maps. Get 
California travel conditions through local highway 
cameras. Get CHP traffic reports, CalTrans road 
conditions and view the activities on a real-time, 
update map… 

System Requirements 
Windows 98, ME, NT4, 2000, XP 
Internet connection (low speed dial-up, cable, DSL, …) 
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